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clinical imaging and the new high field
magnets entering clinical practice.
Overall, this is a good text for those
with alimitedphysics background who are
in need of grounding in MR physics. It
will be of benefit to technologists as well
as radiology fellows. Ifread from cover to
cover, it will reward the reader with an
understanding of the principles underpin-
ning nuclear magnetic resonance. The
book will also find use with radiologists in
practice as a reference guide and to other
non imaging specialists who are involved
in image analysis (e.g., neurologists and
orthopedic surgeons).
Yair Safriel, M.D.
Yale University School ofMedicine
Receptor Localization: Laboratory
Methods and Procedures. By
Marjorie A. Ariano. Hoboken, New
Jersey: Wiley, 1998, 250 pp. $195.00
(Hardcover); t99.95 (Paperback).
Studying neurotransmitter receptor
biology is crucial to understanding ner-
vous system architecture, function, and
dysfunction. Marjorie Ariano has edited a
gem of a manual of laboratory methods
and procedures. Despite its slimness, the
book addresses a plethora of techniques:
radiolabelled and fluorescent immunos-
taining, electron microscopy, infrared
video microscopy, in-situ hybridization,
PET, and SPECT. Each discussion ofthese
methods has the right amount of detail,
authoritative references, and troubleshoot-
ing hints that a beginning graduate student
studying neurotransmitter receptor biolo-
gy would find invaluable.
The section I found most interesting
was detection of receptor mRNA using
fluorescent in situ transcription. Origin-
ally, in situ transcription was developed to
shorten exposure time ofautoradiographic
ISH. Low levels of receptor mRNA could
be amplified sufficiently and detected in a
fraction ofthe time required with standard
ISH. Fluorescence decreases the amount
of time necessary to complete an experi-
ment because amplification ofthe isotopic
emission is not necessary. The instructions
are lucidly written. The pictures that
accompany this technique for localizing
dopamine IA receptor are beautiful
demonstrations of the technique. The next
time itis necessary to visualize mRNAand
protein, I would no doubt turn to this sec-
tion as an excellent starting point.
In sum, Receptor Localization, is an
excellent reference handbook for the bud-
ding neuroscientist and should deserve
attention for its conciseness and clarity.
James Park
Yale School ofMedicine
Rosalind Franklin: the Dark Lady of
DNA. By Brenda Maddox. New York
City: HarperCollins Publishers; 2003,
413 pp. $29.95 (Hardcover); $15.95
(Paperback).
Since the 1968 publication of The
Double Helix, some scientists have argued
with James Watson's one-dimensional and
often false portrayal ofRosalind Franklin,
his unwitting collaborator in the discovery
ofthe structure ofDNA. Essays published
by those who worked with Dr. Franklin
and a biography published in 1975 by her
friend Anne Sayers deconstructed
Watson's picture of a bull-headed blue-
stocking. These accounts put Rosalind
Franklin's name into high-school biology
textbooks, but most scientists and laymen
are still unaware of who Franklin really
was and exactly what her contributions to
the structure of DNA were. The recent,
excellent biography of Dr. Franklin by
Brenda Maddox should correct these defi-
ciencies for both biologists and the inter-
ested public.
While Anne Sayre's biography,
Rosalind Franklin and DNA, reveals that
Rosalind did not know how directly herBook reviews 143
work had influenced Watson and Crick,
Rosalind Franklin: the DarkLady ofDNA
presents evidence that Rosalind likely
wouldn't have cared; she was a bedrock
empiricist who would not have attempted
model-making while there were still more
X-ray photos to be taken. Though she had
many details of the Watson-Crick model
nearly a year before the famous 1953
paper, her scientific philosophy prevented
her from immediately declaring a struc-
ture. In addition, the well-documented
antagonism she experienced at King's
College and from her funding agencies
further complicated her situation, causing
her to both abandon the B form of DNA
(later revealed to be the dominant form)
andeventually the DNAproject altogether.
The political problems she encountered
during her scientific career, both because
of her position as a soft-money researcher
and her gender, were petty, incomprehen-
sible and a hindrance to scientific
progress.
Where Anne Sayre's biography is
largely an explanation of what was wrong
in The Double Helix and an apology for
how Rosalind Franklin could have been so
isolated from her fellow researchers,
Brenda Maddox takes a different
approach. Through Rosalind's own letters
and recollections ofchildhood and college
acquaintances, apicture ofa very self-pos-
sessed and self-motivated scientist comes
into focus from as early on as her under-
graduate years. Her love of mountain
climbing and her fearlessness of traveling
alone as a female - even as a single
Jewish woman in Palestinian towns - are
tacit metaphors for her scientific accom-
plishments and contentment to work
alone. She appears as an opinionated, spir-
ited person, but also as a kind, considerate
collaborator and friend. She seems to have
been the kind of scientist who was very
popular at conferences - acquainted and
friendly with everyone and an intelligent
discussant on a variety ofscientific areas.
While more aspiring scientists will
likely read The Double Helix than
Rosalind Franklin: the Dark Lady of
DNA, Brenda Maddox's writing style will
engage even the skeptical reader. Herbook
does not mimic the frantic, partially-fic-
tional pace of Dr. Watson's search for the
structure of DNA. Instead it gives a full
portrait ofa highly analytical and thought-
ful woman who felt more at home with
numbers, facts, and married friends than
with possible model structures, religion, or
romance. The experimental scientific style
exemplified by Rosalind Franklin was a
complement to James Watson's, and
young researchers can benefit from read-
ing accounts of both approaches. This
book not only provides another perspec-
tive on the construction of the double-
helix model but is a reflection on the sci-
entific cultures in England and France at a
time when female scientists were rarer. It
also provides aportrait ofa successful sci-
entist who would have had an even greater
impact on biophysics had she not suc-
cumbed to cancer at 38 years ofage.
Siobain Duffy
Yale University